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The evolution of a void ensemble in the presence of one-dimensionally migrating self-interstitials is con-
sidered, consistently taking into account the nucleation of voids via the stochastic accumulation of vacancies.
Including the stochastic fluctuations of the fluxes of mobile defects caused by the random nature of diffusion
jumps and cascade initiation, the evolution of the void ensemble is treated using the Fokker-Planck equation
approach. A system instability signaling a nonequilibrium phase transition is found to occur when the mean
free path of the one-dimensionally moving self-interstitials becomes comparable with the average distance
between the voids at a sufficiently high void-number density. Due to the exponential dependence of the void
nucleation probability on the net vacancy flux, the nucleation of voids is much more favored at the void lattice
positions. Simultaneously, voids initially nucleated at positions where neighboring voids are nonaligned will
also shrink away. These two processes leave the aligned voids to form a regular lattice. The shrinkage of
nonaligned voids is not a usual thermodynamic effect, but is a kinetic effect caused entirely by the stochastic
fluctuations in point-defect fluxes received by the voids. It is shown that the shrinkage of the nonaligned voids,
and thus the formation of the void lattice, occurs only if the effective fraction of one-dimensional interstitials
is small, less than about 1%. The formation of the void lattice in this way can be accomplished at a void
swelling of below 1%, in agreement with experimental observation. The dominance of void nucleation at
void-lattice positions practically nullifies the effect of void coalescence induced by the one-dimensional self-
interstitial transport.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The formation of void lattices remains a controversial
subject without a generally accepted theory for more than
thirty years since its first observation.1 Early theories2–5 at-
tempt to model void ordering as an equilibrium phase tran-
sition via free energy considerations.6–8 However, the evolu-
tion of a void ensemble under irradiation is a far-from-
equilibrium dynamical process in an open system, a fact that
is recognized by subsequent attempts. The intrinsic difficulty
of the next generation of models9–12 is their orientation de-
generacy. These theories cannot account for the observed
geometric correlation between the void lattice and the host
lattice. Extending13 one of these models12 to include the ki-
netic effect of the intracascade production of glissile self-
interstitial clusters introduces the necessary geometrical cor-
relation with the host lattice. However, the theory requires
the vacancy clusters to be the dominating point-defect
sink,12,14 which is inconsistent with experimental observa-
tions.
Another group of models focuses on the effect of intrinsic
anisotropic diffusion of self-interstitial atoms SIAs.5,15–18
As a part of their investigation of the effects of anisotropic
diffusion on the point-defect kinetics19 in irradiation damage,
Woo and Frank5,18 explore a possibility suggested by
Foreman15 that crowdions moving one-dimensionally along
the close-packed crystallographic directions may introduce a
“void shadowing” effect. They construct a quantitative ki-
netic void-growth model to study the role played by crowdi-
ons on the evolution of a system of growing voids. It was
found that the resulting system of rate equations does not
tend to an asymptotically stationary solution, as usual, but
bifurcates. Following sound mechanistic arguments, Woo
and Frank5 hypothesized that the bifurcation can be identi-
fied with the instability associated with the nonequilibrium
disorder-order phase transition in the system of voids, i.e.,
the formation of a void lattice. This theory requires that the
mean free path , which the crowdions travel before convert-
ing to three-dimensionally migrating dumbbells, is compa-
rable with the average distance between the voids. In this
case, two voids aligned along the close-packed directions
share a flux of crowdions generated in the overlapping
crowdion-supply cylinders CSCs of characteristic length .
Randomly distributed voids simply called random or non-
aligned voids in the rest of this paper, on the other hand,
receive a full flux of crowdions from the unshared CSCs.
The reduced interstitial flux received by the aligned voids
allows them to grow faster than the random ones. Woo and
Frank5 intuitively postulate that the resulting competition
will force the nonaligned voids to shrink away, leaving the
aligned voids to form a regular lattice. Indeed, linear stability
analysis showed that the homogeneous void distribution be-
comes unstable when the crowdion mean free path is com-
parable with the average distance between voids. Emerging
from the instability, a periodic structure starts to develop,
with symmetry and orientation following that of the host
lattice.5,18 Although the theory sounds plausible, a more de-
tail understanding of the evolution of the void ensemble be-
yond the bifurcation, and how it leads to the formation of the
void lattice, is still necessary to complete the theory.
Following a different approach, Evans used a simplified
Monte Carlo simulation, and demonstrated that void lattices
may form if interstitials can be assumed to migrate two-
dimensionally in the close-packed atomic planes.16,17 How-
ever, such hypothesis lacks experimental support. Nor do
molecular dynamic simulations support the existence of the
interstitial configurations of SIAs whose migration jumps are
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completely restricted to one plane. More importantly, void
lattices always form in Evans’ model with little exceptions,
contrary to experimental observations.
Thus, there is a fairly general consensus that interstitials
moving one-dimensionally along the close-packed crystallo-
graphic directions are involved in the formation of void lat-
tices, at least they are responsible for the lattice structure and
orientation. This is also consistent with the results of molecu-
lar dynamic simulations,20–23 which show that clusters of
crowdions can be directly produced in collision cascades and
that these clusters can indeed migrate one-dimensionally
similar to glissile dislocation loops. The fact that it is the
crowdion clusters, but not single crowdions, does not change
the essence of the physics underlying the theory of Woo and
Frank.5,18
Void ordering due to crowdion clusters has also been stud-
ied using Monte-Carlo MC simulations.24 It is shown that
the crowdion clusters must change the direction of its Bur-
gers vector fairly frequently, so that the mean free path be-
tween consecutive changes is less than about two void-lattice
nearest-neighbor distances. Otherwise, the void growth char-
acteristics will deviate significantly from those observed
experimentally.24 A more recent MC simulation25 shows that,
even under rather extreme assumptions very high initial
void concentration 1025 m−3, and the number of mobile
interstitials is 20% higher than the number of mobile vacan-
cies, the mean free path of crowdion clusters has to be about
four void lattice nearest neighbor distances in order to pro-
duce even a rather poorly defined void lattice i.e., compared
with the experimental ones. A complementary MC study26
demonstrated that stable void lattice formation by one-
dimensional 1D SIA diffusion mechanism is impeded by
the coalescence of neighboring aligned voids. It was also
found that void ordering is delayed until the void swelling
reaches a value of about 1.5%. Experimentally, however,
void lattices are already observable when the swelling is still
below 1%.3,27–29 Based on these results, the causal relation-
ship between 1D self-interstitial transport and the close-to-
perfect void lattices observed experimentally is questioned.26
There is, however, an obvious inconsistency in the meth-
odology used in the MC simulation.26 While the inhomoge-
neous nature of the net vacancy flux in modeling the void
growth is fully taken into account, the nucleation of voids,
which is essentially the growth of smallest void embryos to
the macroscopic size, was assumed to be spatially homoge-
neous. In reality, the latter assumption was clearly invalid
because of the well-known high sensitivity of void nucle-
ation to the magnitude of the net vacancy flux. Indeed, the
importance of correct treatment of the void nucleation prob-
lem in the understanding of microstructure development has
been clearly demonstrated,30,31 particularly when the micro-
structure is spatially heterogeneous.
The present paper considers an evolving void ensemble
under the mixed fluxes of three-dimensional 3D isotropi-
cally migrating vacancies and mono-self-interstitials, con-
taining a small portion of 1D migrating self-interstitials.
There is no artificial separation of the formulation into nucle-
ation and growth regimes. The nucleation of voids via sto-
chastic vacancy accumulation from the smallest embryos and
their growth to macroscopic sizes is modeled as one continu-
ous process using the Fokker-Planck equation. Void coales-
cence due to 1D SIA transport is shown to be unimportant to
void-lattice formation, thus removing the concern of the role
played by one-dimensional interstitial diffusion in the void-
ordering process in this regard.
Since in the majority of cases, such as molybdenum,28
void lattice formation is observed at temperatures for which
vacancy emission from the voids is not important,32 this con-
tribution is neglected in the present investigation. The paper
is organized as follows: In Sec. II, a stochastic model for the
kinetics of the nucleation and further evolution of a multi-
component void ensemble under irradiation is formulated,
and its properties are investigated. In Sec. III the theory de-
veloped in Sec. II is applied to study various characteristics
of void-lattice formation caused by 1D interstitial transport
due respectively to single crowdion and crowdion clusters,
via which the feasibility of the model is assessed. Possible
effects of void coalescence are investigated in Sec. IV. The
paper is concluded by the discussion of the obtained results.
II. GENERAL FORMULATION
A. Kinetic model
To properly account for void nucleation in the evolution
of the void ensemble, the system has to be considered be-
yond the mean-field approximation in full recognition of the
stochastic and nonlinear nature of the problem. In the correct
treatment, the number of vacancies in a void is a random not
deterministic variable that evolves with time, i.e., a stochas-
tic process, which can only be appropriately described by a
time-dependent probability distribution. In the simplest ap-
proximation, within which the stochastic effects due to the
random nature of both the point-defect migratory jumps and
cascade initiation can be included, the kinetic equation for
the void evolution then takes the form of the Fokker-Planck
equation33
 fn,t
t
= −

n
Vn − 
n
Dn fn,t + j0n − n0 .
1
Here fn , t is the void-density distribution function in the
space of void sizes at time t. We measure the size of a void
by the number n of vacancies in the void. Vn is the void
growth rate defined by the mean-field theory, and Dn is the
diffusivity that governs the “diffusive spread” of the void
distribution function due to stochastic fluctuations. Dn is
related to the average point-defect fluxes and cascade prop-
erties and, in the absence of vacancy emission, is given
by33,34
Dn =
3n1/3
2a2
DC + DiCi +
3GNd
4ak
1 + 1 − i02n2/3
 dsn1/3 + dcn2/3, 2
where Dj and Cj j= i,  are the diffusion coefficient and the
concentration of point defects, respectively, G is the effective
generation rate of point defects, Nd is the average number of
point defects generated in a single cascade, k2 is the total
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sink strength for the three-dimensionally mobile point de-
fects, i0 is the fraction of the interstitials produced directly
in collision cascades, which do not participate in the conven-
tional three-dimensional motion, a= 3 /41/3, and  is
the atomic volume. The superscripts s and c refer to the
contributions of the stochastic fluctuations due to the random
migratory jumps and random cascade initiation, respectively.
Taking into account that small vacancy clusters consisting
of two or three vacancies are mobile,35 and a void shrinking
below the minimum size nmin cannot be treated as a void
anymore, as well as that total void number density has to be
finite, we solve kinetic equation 1 with the zero-boundary
conditions
fn = nmin,t = 0, fn→  ,t→ 0. 3
Since the smallest void embryos microvoids with sizes n
−nmin1 may originate either directly from the collision
cascades22,23 or via the agglomeration of single vacancies, a
contribution j0 due to the homogeneous production of void
embryos is added to the right-hand side of the kinetic equa-
tion 1. For simplicity, we also assume that the initial sizes
of void embryos are the same n0−nmin1, which is re-
flected by the  function in Eq. 1.
Since both 1D and 3D migrating point defects are present,
the mean-field void growth rate Vn in Eq. 1 is a sum of
two corresponding contributions
Vn = 	dndt 	3D defects + 	dndt 	1D defects, 4
where
	dndt 	3D defects = 3n
1/3
a2
DC − DiCi . 5
The corresponding mean-field balance equations for the
three-dimensionally moving vacancies and interstitials at
steady state can be written as36
1 − G − DC + kc
2 = 0, 6a
1 − iG − DiCiZ + kc
2 = 0, 6b
where i is the fraction of mobile interstitials that do not
participate in the conventional three-dimensional motion, kc
2
is the void sink strength,  is the total dislocation density,
and Z is the reaction constant between dislocations and three-
dimensionally moving interstitials. As we shall see in the
following, the values of i and i0 in Eq. 2 are directly
proportional, but not necessarily equal, to each other.
The quantity v in Eq. 6a is to account for the balance of
free vacancies due to the production and dissolution of mi-
crovoids
 = n0j0/G − nmin
 n DnG fn,tn=nmin. 7
It is shown in Appendix A that for the stationary solution of
Eq. 1
 =
n0 − nminj0
G
	 0. 8
Solving Eqs. 6, we obtain from 5 that
	dndt 	3D defects = 3n
1/3G
a2kc2 + 
i + 1 − iZ − 1kc2 +  − v .
9
Since Z−1 is usually a small fraction, and in the case of the
void lattice formation the ratio of the sink strengths  /kc
2 is
of the order of 10−2,27,37–39 we may neglect the correspond-
ing term in Eq. 9 temporarily. The effect of dislocation bias
on void lattice formation will be reconsidered in a later sec-
tion.
Considering that the cross section of a spherical void of
radius r=an1/3 in a given close-packed direction is r2 /s,
where s is the corresponding area of projection of the
Wigner-Seitz cell, the contribution of the influx of 1D inter-
stitials to Vn is given by
	dndt 	1D interstitials 
 − 3iG4as n2/3. 10
Note that the relation in 10 implicitly assumes that the
mean free path of the 1D interstitials is much larger than the
average void radius. Otherwise, their reaction with the voids
would obey kinetics similar to that of a three-dimensionally
moving point defects.40
The contribution to the total void growth rate from Eq.
10 is negative and is proportional to the void surface area,
while the contribution from Eq. 9 is positive and is propor-
tional only to the void radius. Thus, at some void size ns the
two contributions are equal and opposite, and void growth
saturates. Then, in terms of ns, the mean-field void growth
rate Vn can be written as
Vn =
3n1/3Gi
a2kc
2 + 1 − n
1/3
ns
1/3  n1/31 − n1/3ns1/3 . 11
Although in the following subsections  and ns will only be
used as probing parameters for assessing the feasibility of the
present theory, it is important that ns remains finite as i
→0. In this regard, since  is positive definite, it does not
cause any divergence of ns, and can be omitted from Eq.
11. Nevertheless, its contribution to the final result can be
easily taken into account, simply by substituting i− for
i in the expression for . As it will be shown in the Sec. III,
such substitution is not actually necessary.
B. Stationary state
In Appendix A, the stationary solution fn for nn0 of
the kinetic equation 1 subject to the boundary conditions
3 is obtained
fn = j0n0 − nmin
Dn
exp

n*
n Vn
Dn
dn , 12
where nminn*n0.
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Using the expressions of Vn and Dn in Eqs. 11 and
2, respectively, the integral in Eq. 12 can be straightfor-
wardly evaluated in terms of the mean-field saturation void
size ns
 Vn/Dndn  In/ns = I1n/ns − I2n/ns , 13
where
I1x =
3
2c
s
c
2
c
s
x1/3 − 12 + 2 lnc
s
x1/3 + 1 ,
14
I2x =
1
c

s
c
3c
s
x1/3 − 13 + 3s2cx2/3 − 3sc
3
lnc
s
x1/3 + 1 , 15
where s and c are related to ds and dc in Eq. 2 according
to
s =
ds
ns

1
ins
, 16
c =
dc
ns
2/3 =
akNd
4ins
2/3 1 + 1 − i0
2 . 17
The quantities s and c account for the stochastic effects
due to the random jumps and random cascade initiation, re-
spectively. The void distribution function in Eq. 11 can
then be rewritten as
fn = j0n0 − nmin
ns
1/3
n/ns
ns
, 18
where
x =
expIx − In*/ns
sx1/3 + cx2/3

expIx − I0
sx1/3 + cx2/3
. 19
In Fig. 1, we plot n /ns as a function of n /ns for various
values of s and c. For small values of s and c, the sta-
tionary distribution function has a well defined maximum in
the vicinity of the mean-field void saturation size ns. How-
ever, the mean-field description of the void system behavior
becomes less and less accurate as the stochastic effects, as
measured by s and c, increase. Indeed, the peak of the
void-size distribution near the mean-field saturation radius
first broadens, and then disappears all together. The void size
predicted by the mean-field theory is no longer the most
probable. Instead, voids with the size of small void embryos
n0 dominate the ensemble population, associated with a dras-
tic reduction of their mean lifetime. The disappearance of the
peak signals the instability of the stationary state and the
occurrence of a nonequilibrium phase transformation,41
which is entirely the result of the stochastic noise in the
point-defect fluxes. Note that thermodynamic phase transi-
tions can also be described in a similar way, because it is
well-known that the stable phase corresponds to the free-
energy minimum, or, in other words, to the peak of the equi-
librium distribution.
A physical picture of this phase transition can be envi-
sioned as follows. In one dimension, the probability of the
eventual capture of a random walker by a trap is well known
to be unity. Due to the stochastic nature of point-defect
fluxes, the growth of a void proceeds such as a random-walk
process in the one-dimensional space of void sizes n, but
with a positive drift defined by the mean-field growth rate.
Since very small vacancy clusters are mobile, a small region
near the origin of the space of void sizes can be considered
as a “sink,” where a shrinking void disappears, i.e., ceases to
exist as a separate entity of the void ensemble. Within this
picture, every void has a finite mean lifetime before destruc-
tion by the stochastic-induced shrinkage, which depends on
its size as n2 /Dn. When stochastic fluctuations dominates
the kinetics of void growth, most voids exist only for a short
period of time due to a large Dn. As a result, few voids can
grow to an observable size, and the void-size distribution
function maximizes at the size of creation of the smallest
voids embryos Fig. 1. On the other hand, when the charac-
teristic time n /Vn for the mean-field growth of a void of
size n is smaller than the time n2 /Dn for it to shrink out of
existence stochastically, a positive drift is strong enough to
drive many voids to grow to observable sizes. These voids
will have a long lifetime, and will rarely shrink away. Thus,
the disappearance of the peak at the size-distribution func-
tion marks a qualitative change in the characteristics of the
void ensemble—the fading of the long-life LL stable com-
ponent, and the dominance of the short-life SL unstable
component.
The LL/SL phase boundary is determined by values of s
and c, for which the stationary size distribution 18 is a
monotonic decreasing function for all void sizes n	n0.
From Eq. 12, this condition is satisfied when
FIG. 1. Void size distribution n /ns for different values of
parameters s and c. Here A is the numerically calculated area
under the corresponding curve.
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maxVn − dDn/dnn	n0  0. 20
In terms of s and c and the ratio x=n /ns, this condition can
be rewritten as
s 	max3x − 3x4/3 − 2cx1/3x	0. 21
The value of xmax	0, corresponding to the rhs of Eq. 21, is
determined by a cubic equation for xmax
1/3
. Treating 2cx1/3 as
a perturbation, the positive root of this equation can be very
well approximated by the first iteration. As a result, the
LL/SL phase boundary can be expressed in terms of s and
c by the following equation:
s = 34
41 − 25c34 
3
1 − 25c91 − 25c/342 . 22
C. Multicomponent system
In the context of the present paper, if the ensemble con-
tains more than one subsystem of voids component, each
characterized by a different saturation size, it is crucial to
realize that the kinetic equation 1 still applies separately to
each component if the total sink strength k2 includes the total
sink strength of all voids in the ensemble. Thus, the interac-
tion among the various components is provided via the total
sink strength. This point is central to our present theory. To
facilitate comparison of the behaviors of the different com-
ponents with different saturation radii rs and rs we rewrite
the phase boundary equation 22 in the form
s = 
334
41 − 25c342
3
1 − 25c921 − 25c/3422 ,
23
where =rs /rs. In Eq. 23 we take into account that, when
the saturation size changes from rs to rs, the values of s and
c are modified by the factors −3 and −2, respectively.
Thus, for a two-component void ensemble with =1 and
=1.4, for example, the corresponding LL/SL phase bound-
aries from Eq. 23 are shown in Fig. 2. From Eq. 17, c is
seen to be an increasing function of the total sink strength.
Then, at the beginning of the radiation when the total sink
strength is sufficiently small, both components evolve in the
long-life phase, i.e., nucleation and growth of most voids to
observable sizes prevail and the system is well described
within the mean-field theory. As the irradiation continues, the
increasing size and number density of the voids result in a
growing total sink strength. For a single-component system,
the total sink strength saturates. The presence of the higher-
component in a two-component system allows the total sink
strength to increase beyond the limit for the single-
component system, pushing the system through the =1
boundary into a regime where the higher- component still
remains in the long-life phase in which voids of observable
size are stable. The lower- component, on the other hand, is
forced to go deeper into the short-life phase in which only a
very low density of observable voids can be sustained
against stochastic shrinkage. Through this kinetic process,
Darwinian selection takes place, resulting in the develop-
ment of the higher- component and the suppression of the
lower- component, leading to the eventual dominance of
the higher- component.
For a one-subsystem void ensemble, stochastic shrinkage
of voids rarely occur because the growth of the void sink
strength is limited by the stochastic effect itself. However, if
a sufficiently high void number density is achieved, some-
how, extra voids of observable sizes are expected to shrink
away during further evolution. Such reduction of void num-
ber density from an initially overpopulated system of voids
of observable sizes is experimentally observable and theo-
retically demonstrated by both the analytical solution of
Fokker-Planck equation42 and the numerical solution of the
time-dependent master equation.32 Note that, in the absence
of any vacancy emission from voids, the void shrinkage is
entirely a stochastic effect.32,42
During the formation of a void lattice, we have a situation
that is quite different from the case of a single-component
void ensemble. Indeed, the key point in the Woo-Frank
theory5 of void-lattice formation is that, due to the overlap of
diffusion fields, there is a significant reduction in the one-
dimensional interstitial flux in the regions where neighboring
voids in several close-packed directions are sufficiently close
to each other.5,18 In terms of the present framework, voids
nucleated in these reduced interstitial flux RIF regions,
which we may call RIF voids, have larger saturation sizes in
comparison with the “random voids,” i.e., voids that do not
have close nearest neighbors in the close-packed directions.
Considering the void ensemble as a two-component system,
in which the RIF voids constitute the higher- component,
and the random voids the lower- component, the phase
transitionlike behavior of void ordering during irradiation
can be readily understood via the Darwinian selection pro-
cess described in the foregoing. In the following, we con-
FIG. 2. Phase diagram for the nonequilibrium phase transition in
the void ensemble induced by the stochastic fluctuations in point-
defect fluxes. The arrow indicates an increase in the value of c
with the growth of total sink strength k2. Dashed lines show the
parameter s calculated with the corresponding values of i and rs.
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sider the necessary conditions for void ordering within the
present theory.
For void ordering to occur, it is clear that the RIF voids
must become the dominant void component at some point.
Otherwise, the shrinkage of the “excessive” voids would not
have much effect other than feeding and stabilizing the
growth of the remaining voids, similar to the case of a single
subsystem. Each RIF region formed from the intersection of
the CSC’s is approximately spherical with a radius R equal to
the average void radius5,18 see Fig. 3. Since the void lattice
constant is approximately equal to the average distance be-
tween voids, the relative volume occupied by the RIF re-
gions can be approximated by the void swelling S. Using the
stationary void-size distribution function given by Eq. 18,
the sink strength kRIF
2 of the RIF voids for a swelling of S can
be estimated
kRIF
2  4S
j0a


n0/ns
RIF
 expIx − I0
s + cx1/3
dx , 24
where we have assumed n0−nmin1. The drift velocity Vn
vanishes at n=ns
RIF
, the saturation RIF void size, so that the
function Ix has a maximum at x=1. Expanding this func-
tion up to the second nonzero term in the vicinity of its
maximum and taking into account the definition of the pa-
rameter  in Eq. 11 and s in Eq. 16, we may write
kRIF
2
kc
2 
j0nsRIF
G
6cexpI˜s/c/c
c/s1 + c/s
S , 25
where I˜s /c=cI11− I21− I10+ I20. If q is the for-
mation probability of a small immobile three-dimensional
vacancy cluster in a collision cascade, then, neglecting the
formation of the void embryos through the consecutive ag-
glomeration of single vacancies, the spatially homogeneous
rate of generation of the void embryos j0 is given by qG /Nd.
Using Eq. 25, the condition for the RIF voids to be the
dominant point-defect sinks, i.e., kRIF
2 /kc
21, can be written
in the form
Sc 
Nd
qns
RIF , 26
where
Sc 
6cexpI˜s/c/c
c/s1 + c/s
S . 27
Note that according to Eqs. 14 and 15, the integral I˜
depends only on the ratio s /c, which can be expressed in
terms of S
c
s
=
rs
RIFkcNd
4
1 + 1 − i02 
3SNd
4
1 + 1 − i02 ,
28
if the RIF voids are the dominant sinks. As a result, the
solution of Eq. 26 defines c as a function of S, which must
be satisfied as a necessary condition for void ordering. Func-
tion  given by expression 27 is plotted in Fig. 4 as a
function of S for various values of c. From this plot, the
relation between S and c for various values of q can be read
off. For q=0.1, for example, if the void lattice is to form at a
swelling below 1%, as is often observed experi-
mentally,3,27,28 the value of c for the RIF component has to
be somewhere between 0.06 and 0.07. In addition, if the
observable random voids are to start shrinking away, the cor-
FIG. 3. Schematic diagram showing the area dashed circle
shaded by two voids, where nucleating void can reach the larger
saturation size.
FIG. 4. Function S c given by Eq. 27 at the different
values of controlling parameter c. The dashed lines correspond to
the right-hand side of Eq. 26. MD simulations for vanadium and
iron23 suggest that in bcc metals the probability for a small immo-
bile three-dimensional vacancy cluster “microvoid” to be directly
formed in a collision cascade may be much less than in fcc
copper,22,23 i.e., q1.
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responding c must have a value larger than 0.2, see Figs.
1 and 2, from which we may deduce a value of 
0.2/0.0651/21.7 for the RIF component. The void-size
distribution function for the RIF component is presented in
Fig.5 for values of =1.7 and =2. Comparing this with the
void size distribution function of the random voids the c
=0.2 case in Fig. 1, the large difference in the size distribu-
tions for the two components is clear. Indeed, the most easily
discernable feature is the two orders of magnitude difference
in the scales on the y-axes of the two graphs. This translates
into a 400 times difference in the total void-number densities
given by the areas under the size distribution functions A in
the two graphs. For the number densities of experimentally
observable voids the difference is even larger. Thus, even if
the total RIF volume is smaller than 1% of the total volume
S 1% , the probability of void nucleation in this vol-
ume can still be higher than outside of it.
For a well-defined void lattice to show up, at least a large
majority of the observable random voids must disappear, if
not all. In other words, the random voids have to be in the SL
phase regime, i.e., the corresponding c must satisfy the con-
dition, c	c
cr
. Using Eq. 17, this condition can be ex-
pressed as
c   a
rs
34rsRIFNRIF1/3 NdrsNRIF1/3 4i 1 + 1 − i02	 ccr,
29
where NRIF is the concentration of the RIF voids. Estimating
NRIF by the density of the aligned voids, we have typically
rs
RIFNRIF
1/3 10−1, a /rs10−1, and Nd100. Assuming rs
RIF
2rs, i.e., 2, Eq. 29 becomes
c 
2.8 10−3
i
	 c
cr
. 30
Using a value of c
cr0.2, the stochastic shrinkage of the
random voids puts an upper limit of 1% to i, the effective
fraction of 1D interstitials. If this fraction is much larger than
1% note that in the Monte Carlo simulations24–26 i
=100%, the net vacancy flux received by the small random
voids would be much higher see Eq. 11 and Fig. 6. This
means their shrinkage cannot be driven effectively by the
stochastic fluctuations, particularly in the absence of vacancy
emission. As discussed in the Introduction void ordering is
difficult in this case. In this regard, it is interesting to note
that molecular dynamics simulations of cascades in bcc
vanadium43 and fcc aluminum44 show very little intracascade
interstitial clustering, including those clusters that undergo
3D migration, such as the di-interstitials.
In molybdenum the total fraction of clustered interstitials
in the molecular dynamics MD simulations is found to be
about 50%.45 However, most of the clusters produced in 20
and 30 keV cascades are di- and tri-interstitials, the morphol-
ogy of which is ill defined but shows sessile features.45 Only
clusters of five and more interstitials have structures compa-
rable to prismatic loop embryos, which may be assumed to
be mobile. However, few of such clusters are actually pro-
duced in the cascades. Thus, in molybdenum the effective
fraction i of mobile interstitials with mean free paths much
larger than the average void radius is in reality much smaller
than the total interstitial clustering fraction. This conclusion
is also supported by existing void swelling data in molybde-
num.
Indeed, from Eqs. 9 and 11, it can be seen that the
mean-field growth rate of small voids is totally determined
by the 3D point-defect fluxes. Since molybdenum is charac-
terized by an extremely high void nucleation rate, voids are
usually the main sinks for point defects. As a result, the void
swelling rate dS /dKtiG /K, where K is the nominal
NRT displacement per atom dpa rate. Experimentally, even
for the voids with the radii as small as 1–2 nm the average
swelling rate S /Kt is less than 310−3 /NRT dpa,27 which is
translated into i10−2 G /K0.3,45. In the following sec-
FIG. 5. Void size distribution n /ns in the void subsystems
with higher saturation radius =1.7 and =2.0.
FIG. 6. Normalized mean-field void growth rate x1/31
−x1/3 /.
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tion, where the specific modes of one-dimensional interstitial
transport are considered, it will be shown that the assumption
of much larger values of i e.g., i100% will put condi-
tions on the kinetics of the void ensemble inconsistent with
experimental observations.
Concluding this section, we would also like to note the
following. The quantity c, which accounts for the stochastic
effects due to the random cascade initiation, is determined by
the ratio of the diffusivity dc to the net vacancy flux Eq.
17. Since the typical average swelling rate during void
lattice formation is about equal to or below 0.1%/NRT dpa,
stochastic fluctuations cannot be neglected when considering
void lattice formation. This conclusion immediately clear if
the term i in Eq. 29 is substituted by S /Gt.
III. VOID-LATTICE FORMATION DUE TO 1D DIFFUSION
OF SELF-INTERSTITIALS
In this section we assess the feasibility of the model de-
veloped in the foregoing in relation to the specifics of 1D
SIA transport, as well as the effect of dislocation bias.
The capture probability Pa for a 1D random walker be-
tween the two traps is calculated in Appendix B. Averaged
over the initial position of the 1D diffuser, this probability is
the same for each trap, and is given by
Pa =

l
tanhl/2 , 31
where l is the distance between the traps, = D1c1/2 is the
mean free path of the random walker, and D1 and c are its
one-dimensional diffusion coefficient and the mean lifetime,
respectively. The latter can be the mean lifetime of the crow-
dions between their creation and conversion to dumbbells,5,18
or the average duration between consecutive changes of the
Burgers vector of the interstitial clusters.24
For an ensemble of random voids, the mean distance 1
between two voids along the close-pack directions is equal to
2/R2N.46 For a void swelling S=4R3N /3 of less than 1%,
1= 2/1/34/3S2/3N−1/3 is much larger than the average
3D separation N−1/3 between the voids. In the following we
assume that the mean free path  of the one-dimensional
random walkers is comparable with the average distance
N−1/3 between voids, and, consequently, much smaller than
1. Thus, for the random voids, Eq. 31 dictates Pa / l. As
a result, these voids absorbs practically all the one-
dimensionally migrating interstitials generated in its intersti-
tial supply cylinders of characteristic length . On the other
hand, voids aligned along the close-packed directions with
overlapping supply cylinders receive a reduced flux of 1D
self-interstitials tanhl /2=0.46 at l=, and grow faster
than the random voids. In terms of the description of the last
section, these are the RIF voids. The flux of 1D interstitials
received by the RIF voids from the supply cylinders depends
on the specifics of the reaction kinetics of the 1D self-
interstitial, which we will consider in the following sections.
A. Single crowdions
The rate of production of crowdions moving along a
given close-packed crystallographic direction is equal to
i0Gs /M, where i0G is the atomic rate of crowdion gen-
eration and M is the number of different close-packed direc-
tions of the crystal. Thus, the flux of static crowdions, i.e.,
metastable interstitials that undergoes thermal conversion to
the stable dumbbells,5,18 can be obtained directly from Eq.
31, and Eq. 10 becomes
	dndt 	1D interstitials = − 2r
2i0G

 = −
3i0G
2a
n2/3 .
32
Here =1 for the random voids and =RIF for the RIF
voids, with
RIF =
2M − mtanhL/ + m tanhL/2
2M
, 33
where L is the nearest-neighbor distance in the void lattice,
and m is the average number of nearest void-lattice sites
occupied by a void. In Eq. 33 we have also assumed that if
the void is not in the CSCs of its nearest neighbors, then it is
in the CSCs of the corresponding next nearest neighbors. We
note that RIF generally has a value of less than 1, represent-
ing a reduction in the interstitial flux, and RIF decreases
with decreasing L / in general. Accordingly, the fraction of
interstitials that do not participate in the conventional three-
dimensional motion, i.e., i in Eq. 6, can be expressed in
terms of the corresponding fraction i0 of crowdions pro-
duced directly in the collision cascades
i = 2i0NRIFr¯RIF
2 RIF + NRDr¯RD
2 + d/4 . 34
In Eq. 34, NRD is the concentration of random voids, r¯RIF
2
and r¯RD
2 are respectively the average square radii of aligned
and random voids, and d is the effective diameter of the
absorption cross section of crowdions by dislocations.
Using Eqs. 9, 32, and 34, the mean-field void growth
rate is given by
dn
dt
=
3n1/3G
a2k2  1 − iZ − 1k2 − 
+ i
1 − k2an1/34NRIFr¯RIF2 RIF + NRDr¯RD2 + d/4
35
Since the dislocation bias Z−110−1, vqn0
−nmin /Nd10−3, and i has to be less than 10−2, Eq. 35
can be directly compared with Eq. 11 if and only if the sink
strength of the voids is much higher than the density of dis-
locations, or more precisely,  /kc
210−2. In this case, the
dominant term is in the square brackets, referring to the void
growth essentially at the expense of each other i.e., void
coarsening. Under this condition, the evolution of the void
ensemble according to Eq. 35 mirrors that governed by Eq.
11, which has been described in detail in Sec. II. Indeed,
the corresponding saturation radius rs of the random voids is
given by
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rs = ans
1/3
= 4NRIFr¯RIF
2 RIF + NRDr¯RD
2 + d/4/k2

NRIFr¯RIF
2 RIF + NRDr¯RD
2
NRIFrRIF + NRDrRD
, 36
where rRIF and rRD are the average radii for the RIF and
random voids, respectively, and  is equal to RIF
−1
.
Thus, in the present model, void ordering occurs only if
the condition  /kc
210−2 is satisfied. Otherwise, conven-
tional bias-driven growth of random voids takes place. This
description is consistent with experimental observations in
neutron-irradiated niobium. Thus, for pure Nb and Nb-1%
Zr, where  /kc
210−1, conventional growth of randomly dis-
tributed voids is observed.47 Void lattices are observed only
in oxygen doped samples with the void number density that
is an order of magnitude higher than in pure Nb under simi-
lar conditions.48
The foregoing analysis suggests the following picture of
void-lattice formation. Initially, the nucleation and growth of
randomly distributed voids takes place under the action of
the dislocation bias. As irradiation proceeds, void density can
indeed reach experimental values at which void lattices can
be observed i.e., up to N1023 m−3 within just a few NRT
dpa.42 At this point, when the sink-strength ratio  /kc
2 drops
to about 10−2, the kinetics of the void ensemble changes
and becomes dominated by stochastic void coarsening, re-
sulting in the shrinkage and disappearance of the random
voids, leaving the RIF voids in a regular lattice positions.
The value of the sink strength ratio at which void ordering
takes place is also in agreement with the experimental
observations.27,37–39
In bcc and fcc void lattices, the concentration of voids is
equal to m /ML0
3 and 2m /ML0
3, respectively, where L0 is
the void lattice constant, and the ratio m /2M takes into ac-
count the imperfect occupancy of the void lattice. For a bcc
lattice, for example, i can be estimated as
i  4i0

L0
r¯RIF
2
L0
2  m2MRIF. 37
For typical values of the ratios r¯RIF
2 /L0
210−2 and  /L01,
and a void-lattice occupancy of about 70%,49 we have i
4.510−2i0 RIF0.5 in this case. It then follows from
Eq. 30 that for the random voids to start shrinking, the
fraction i0 of the crowdions directly produced in collision
cascades and with mean free paths comparable with the av-
erage distance between voids, should not exceed about 10%.
The characteristic time scale for lattice formation from
start to finish can also be estimated. Since void shrinkage
occurs through a diffusionlike process in the void size space,
the characteristic time tcs of the coarsening process can be
estimated from the following diffusion relation:
ns
2  2Dnstcsns . 38
Using the diffusion coefficient defined by Eq. 2, and rs
rRD from Eq. 36, Eq. 38 gives
Gtcs 
4krRD
4
9Nd1 + 2/rRDk Nd
. 39
For ns=104, which in the case of molybdenum 
=10.17 A3 corresponds to rRD=2.9 nm, k2=2.01015 m−2,
and Nd=100, it follows from Eq. 39 that the characteristic
dose Gtcs4 dpa. When the stochastic fluctuations dominate
the kinetics of random voids, while the evolution of the RIF
voids is determined by the mean-field growth, the value of
Gtcs is also the characteristic dose required for the void lat-
tice formation. Thus, in agreement with experimental
observations,3,48 the nominal dose Ktcs for void lattice for-
mation is on the order of 10 NRT dpa G /K0.343,45.
Taking into account expression 8 for , Eq. 35 can
also be rewritten in the form
dn
dt
=
3n1/3G
a2k2  k21 − iZ − 1 − i0k22 an1/3 − d
−
qn0 − nmink2
Nd

+
i0kc
2
2 
4NRIFr¯RIF2 RIF + NRDr¯RD2 kc2 − an1/3 .
40
One may then notice that the term 0.5i0k2rRIFRIF in Eq.
40 is approximately equal to i10−2 see Eq. 34. Thus,
depending on the actual values of the dislocation bias Z
−1 and the effective diameter of absorption d of crowdions
by dislocations, subsequent growth of voids in a void lattice
by two to three times may indeed lead to the saturation of
void swelling, which is often observed experimentally.48
Comparing the dislocation bias term and the third term in the
round brackets of Eq. 40 indicates that the swelling may
become saturated when the void sink becomes sufficiently
large compared to the total dislocation density kc
2 /NdZ
−1 /q. However, such a possibility should be considered
with care, because a similar term with opposite sign would
also arise from the generation of sessile interstitial clusters in
collision cascades,36 but has not been taken into account. A
separate investigation is needed to resolve the issue of void
swelling saturation during the void lattice formation.
Anyway, it is clear that Eq. 40 does not require swelling
saturation as a necessary condition for void lattice formation.
What is really necessary is a sufficiently high density of
small voids, with average growth rate reduced so much that
void growth can occur essentially by feeding on each other,
i.e., when void coarsening becomes a dominant mode in the
evolution of the void ensemble. This is consistent with the
occasional observation of continued void growth after a void
lattice has formed.49 It should also be noted that, when
 /kc
210−2, it is difficult to distinguish experimentally be-
tween swelling saturation and very low swelling rate.
The results of the foregoing section are derived based on
a constant saturation size. Strictly speaking, the size defined
by Eq. 36 is time dependent. From Eqs. 35 and 40, the
characteristic time tr for the average void radius to change
can be estimated as
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Gtr  r2k2
k2
Z − 1
. 41
The ratio of the two characteristic times tcs / tr is given by
tcs
tr

ns
3rskNd + 2
Z − 1
k2
. 42
For  /k210−2, Z−1=0.05, k2=21015 m−2, ns=104, this
ratio is 1.110−11. This means that the change of the
average void size is slow compared to the stochastic void
coarsening process, thus justifying the present approach
within the adiabatic approximation.
The case of dynamic crowdions can also be considered.
Unlike static crowdions, which undergo one-dimensional
random walk along the crystallographic close-packed direc-
tions, dynamic crowdions propagate along these directions
via the displacement collision sequences. Let Fl be the
probability that a dynamic crowdion may cover a distance
larger than l, which is governed by an exponential law, i.e.,
Fl=exp−l /.50 We can then write down an equation simi-
lar to Eq. 32 for the flux of dynamic crowdions received by
the void
	dndt 	1D interstitials = − r
2i0G

 = −
3i0G
4a
n2/3 .
43
Here
RIF =
2M − m1 − exp− 2L/ + m1 − exp− L/
2M
.
44
The foregoing results for the static crowdions can then be
easily translated to the case of dynamic crowdions. Since
tanhx /2 / 1−exp−x= 1+expx−11, the difference
between these two cases is just quantitative. Compared to the
static crowdions, the mean free path of the dynamic ones
should be somewhat longer in order to have the same quan-
titative effect on the evolution of the void ensemble.
B. Crowdion clusters
In the foregoing section, the 1D flux of interstitials re-
ceived by a void is determined by the fraction of interstitials
directly produced in the CSCs of this void Eq. 32. In the
case of crowdion clusters that change directions from time to
time, clusters produced outside the CSCs may also enter a
void through one of its CSCs. With this additional contribu-
tion taken into account, the flux of 1D interstitials received
by the void is given by Appendix B
	dndt 	1D interstitials
= −
r2−1i0G
NRIFr¯RIF
2 RIF + NRDr¯RD
2 + d/4
= −
3i0Gn2/3
4aNRIFr¯RIF
2 RIF + NRDr¯RD
2 + d/4
, 45
where  and RIF have the same meaning as in the static
crowdion case. As a result, the evolution equation of the void
size in the mean-field approximation takes the form
dn
dt
=
3n1/3G
a2k2  kc21 − i0Z − 1
−
i0kc
2an1/3
4NRIFr¯RIF
2 RIF + NRDr¯RD
2 
1 − dkc24NRIFr¯RIF2 RIF + NRDr¯RD2 − v
+ i0
1 − kc2an1/34NRIFr¯RIF2 RIF + NRDr¯RD2  . 46
In deriving Eq. 46 we have assumed that  /kc
21. The
saturated void size in this case also obeys Eq. 36 as for the
single crowdions. We note that here the conversion of 1D
mobile clusters to 3D mobile ones does not occur, and the
fraction of interstitials that do not participate in the conven-
tional 3D migration is i=i0. Following the results of Sec.
III A, crowdion clusters may also similarly produce void or-
dering if i01%.
The foregoing discussion shows that the effects of single
crowdions and crowdion clusters are essentially similar, the
main difference being due to variations in the functional de-
pendence of i on the mean-free path . In this regard, we
note that i is independent of  in the case of crowdion
clusters. According to Eq. 46, when i01%, the mean-
free paths of crowdion clusters can be several times larger
than the average distance between voids without seriously
affecting the kinetics of the void ensemble. This resolves the
controversy in the requirements for the mean free path of
crowdion clusters, discussed earlier in the Introduction.
The kinetics of the void ensemble changes fundamentally
when i0100%, as it is assumed in various Monte Carlo
simulations.24–26 It can be shown that the mean-field approxi-
mation, Eq. 46, gives a good description of the evolution of
the void ensemble in this case, and the stochastic effects are
much too weak to have any significant influence. Indeed, an
assumed stationary solution of Eq. 46
rRD = rRIFRIF, 47
together with the conditions r¯RIF
2
= rRIF2 and r¯RD
2
= rRD2 that
must be satisfied at saturation, reduce Eq. 46 to
dn
dt
=
3n1/3i0G
a2k2  kc2 1 − i0Z¯ − 1i0 − 1 − drRD
+ 1 + kc21 − drRD
1 − an
1/3
rRD
 , 48
which has the following stationary solution that can be
shown to be stable
rRD =
d
1 − Z¯ − 11 − i0/i0
. 49
Here
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Z¯ = Z − vkc
2/1 − i0 . 50
Thus, when i0100%, random voids do not shrink, and the
formation of void lattice can only occur through the spatial
motion of voids to the lattice positions. However, it is dem-
onstrated in Ref. 26 that the kinetics of the void ensemble in
this case seems to be dominated by the coalescence of RIF
voids induced either by the crowdions or the crowdion clus-
ters, which precludes the formation of a stable lattice. The
effect of void coalescence in the present framework will be
discussed in the next section.
Simultaneously assuming i0100% and L also
leads to serious inconsistency with experimental observa-
tions. Indeed, when i0100%, Eq. 47 dictates that the
ratio of the asymptotic sizes of the nonaligned to aligned
voids is equal to tanhL /2L /21, when L. On
the other hand, experimental observations at lower tempera-
tures show that the diameter of the RIF voids forming the
lattice can be as small as 3–4 nm.3,27 Then a large mean-free
path for the interstitial clusters means the practical absence
of all random voids. Referring to Eq. 49 for the asymptotic
radius of the random voids, which is valid independent of the
presence of the RIF voids, confirms that these voids are prac-
tically invisible when i0100%. This is contrary to experi-
ments, in which random voids are observable, with average
sizes that are at least not small compared to those of the
aligned voids.27
IV. VOID COALESCENCE
The mechanism of void coalescence can be easily under-
stood using Fig. 3. A nucleating void shown by the dashed
circle will receive a smaller 1D flux of interstitials on its
right side than on the left one, due to the sharing of the
interstitial supply. As a result, it will move to the right, to-
wards its aligned neighbor. According to the MC simulation
in Ref. 26, both voids will eventually coalesce. In the case of
single crowdions, which actually corresponds to the method-
ology used in the MC simulation,26 the difference in the
crowdion fluxes P˙ 1 received by the left and right sides of
the central void can be calculated from Eq. 31
P˙ 1 =
i0Gr2
M
1 − tanhL/2 . 51
Thus, the velocity  of the center of gravity of the void
towards the neighbor on the right side is equal to
 =
3i0G
8M
1 − tanhL/2 , 52
from which the dose Gtcls required for an aligned void to
move a distance equal to its radius rRIF can be estimated
Gtcls 
8M
3i01 − tanhL/2
rRIF

. 53
For rRIF/10−1, i010−1, M =4 in the case of a bcc lat-
tice, and tanhL /20.5, this dose is approximately
20 dpa, which is significantly larger than the characteristic
dose required for the void lattice formation Gtcs4 dpa. It
has been shown5b that once the void lattice is formed, it is
stable with respect to displacements. It can be also shown
that to prevent coalescence with any of the nearest aligned
neighbor it is sufficient for each lattice void to have four
nearest void lattice positions occupied by other voids, when
its center of gravity is still inside the shaded area51 Fig. 3.
Therefore, in the present framework the coalescence of
aligned voids is not expected to have a significant effect
during void lattice formation.
V. DISCUSSION
By taking into account the effect of the noise in the kinet-
ics due to stochastic fluctuations of the point defect fluxes,
our present formulation can be considered as a formal exten-
sion of the standard rate theory. Thus, when very few sessile
interstitial clusters are directly produced in collision cas-
cades, which is probably the case in bcc metals,20,21,23,43 void
growth in the present formulation is driven solely by the
dislocation bias. On the other hand, if a significant fraction
of interstitials generated in collision cascades is in the form
of immobile clusters, such as in fcc copper,20–23 the major
driving force for void swelling in the peak swelling regime
comes from the “production bias.”52,36 In cases where the
stochastic noise is small relatively to the growth rate, simi-
larities in the behavior of a void ensemble can be found
between the predictions of the mean-field theory and the
present theory. Otherwise, the mean-field theory breaks
down and important differences show. In this regard, the
roles played by variables such as the dislocation density, and
the nature of the damage are of particular importance.
Within the mean-field approximation, when the average
net vacancy flux due to the dislocation bias is sufficiently
low, even a small fraction of 1D moving self-interstitials
i10−2 may seriously affect the behavior of the void en-
semble. Indeed, according to Eqs. 35, 40, and 46, when
the swelling rate is below 0.1%/NRT dpa, i.e., Z−1 /k2
310−3 G /K0.3,43,45, void growth proceeds more at
the expense of each other rather than from the net vacancy
supply resulting from the dislocation bias. More precisely,
voids with smaller-than-average sizes receive a smaller 1D
self-interstitial flux and grow at the expense of the larger
ones see the term in square brackets in Eqs. 40 and 46.
This happens to both the aligned and nonaligned voids, so
that in a mixture both components will asymptotically grow
towards saturation at their respective characteristic sizes as
governed by the mean-field approximation.
Furthermore, the mean-field rate equation for the average
void size of a system of ordered voids is practically the same
as that for a system of random voids i.e., as defined by the
term 
 /kc
2 in Eqs. 40 and 46. As observed
experimentally,3,27,47,48 the time and temperature depen-
dences of the average void sizes for both the random and the
ordered void ensembles are very similar. Only their absolute
values may be different, which depends on the actual ratios
of the dislocation and the void sink strengths. Since a higher
void concentration is required for the void lattice to form, the
sizes of voids in the lattice then have to be smaller than the
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average sizes of the random voids at the same temperature.3
The behavior of the void ensemble in the mean-field ap-
proximation is fundamentally different if the fraction of the
self interstitials in the form of 1D diffusing crowdion clusters
is too large i.e., i0 Z−1. In this case, void growth is
not controlled by the conventional dislocation bias, but by
the stronger DAD bias.19 As the random voids grow to a
radius rd Eq. 49, the reaction rate of crowdion clus-
ters with them becomes comparable to the reaction rate with
the dislocations, causing void growth to saturate. The satura-
tion also takes place for the aligned voids, only at a larger
size r=d / tanhL /2. When i0 Z−1, stochastic fluc-
tuations do not play an important role in the evolution of the
void ensemble, and, consequently, there is no mechanism via
which the shrinkage of nonaligned voids can occur. Thus, the
size of nonaligned voids indeed saturates at the value dic-
tated by the mean-field approximation. As it is demonstrated
by the MC simulation26 the coalescence between the aligned
voids also creates a strong barrier against the formation of
the void lattice through the motion of the random voids to
their nearby lattice positions. Accordingly, one may conclude
that under the condition i0 Z−1 void lattice formation
indeed becomes difficult.
In the cases discussed in the foregoing, the stationary
states according to the mean-field description are stable, and
in such cases, void lattices do not form. Due to the nonlinear
nature of the kinetics involved, the stability of the stationary
states is only conditional. As it is shown in the present paper,
if i is less than 1% the noise in the point-defect fluxes has a
profound effect on the growth behavior of the random voids
when the swelling rate drops below 0.1%/NRT dpa e.g., due
to a high density of voids. If the average void size is also
sufficiently small, the kinetics of the random voids is domi-
nated by the stochastic fluctuations and the asymptotic states
in mean-field description becomes unstable. The resulting
noise-induced phase transition41 transforms the collection of
random voids from a long-life phase to a short-life phase.
The majority of the random voids then shrink away, leaving
the aligned ones to form a void lattice, as the winning spe-
cies in the Darwinian competition.
At this point, we note that, although a high void-number
density due to a low nucleation barrier produces a low swell-
ing rate and a small average void size, this is by no means
the only way such a condition can be achieved. Other factors
such as impurity segregation to the void surfaces may also
cause a reduced net vacancy flux to the voids to produce a
similar effect leading to the instability of a homogeneous
void distribution.
Because of the strong dependence of void nucleation
probability on the magnitude of the net vacancy flux, the
nucleation of voids in the void-lattice positions can indeed be
realized, as often observed experimentally, even at a void
swelling below 1%. The estimated dose 10 NRT dpa re-
quired for the completion of the void lattice formation pro-
cess is also consistent with experimental observations. Since
the aligned voids are shown to nucleate in the close proxim-
ity of the lattice positions, void coalescence induced by the
1D SIA transport is not expected to be important.5,51
It is beyond the scope of the present paper to consider in
detail how different modes of 1D SIA transport can affect the
behavior of the void ensemble, and to compare these effects
with available experimental data. Besides, single crowdions
or crowdion clusters do not seem to be the only feasibilities.
According to MD and ab initio calculations,53–55 the 111
dumbbell is found to be the most stable structure of self-
interstitials in vanadium. In other MD calculations using
many-body potentials, 112¯0 dumbbells/crowdions are also
found to be the most stable single-interstitial structures in
HCP zirconium and titanium.56–58 The activated states for
migration have an extremely low barrier. However, the acti-
vation energy for the dumbbell/crowdion rotation to the
equivalent direction is about 2 to 4 tenths of an eV. Thus, at
elevated temperatures the diffusion motion of such dumbbell
will be mostly three dimensional, although a low probability
of the occasional one-dimensional diffusion for sufficiently
long distances may still exist. In this case the reaction kinet-
ics will be different from that of single crowdions or crow-
dion clusters, and requires a separate investigation. Despite
that, the present investigation obviously reconfirms an im-
portant role played by the one-dimensional interstitial diffu-
sion in the void lattice formation.
Vacancy emission is neglected in this paper. Void coars-
ening is entirely noise induced by the stochastic fluctuations.
Since the so called void “hyperlattices” in Al59,60 with a lat-
tice constant of about 200 nm are observed at temperatures
for which vacancy emission is an important factor in the void
evolution, the present approach is, straightly speaking, not
applicable to such cases. However, conventional void coars-
ening due to vacancy emission has been shown to be able to
produce spatial ordering in a void ensemble at higher tem-
peratures when vacancy emission from voids becomes
important.10 Because of the orientation degeneracy of the
kinetic model in those cases, the role of one-dimensional
self-interstitial diffusion in the hyperlattice formation needs
further consideration.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In the present paper the effect of one-dimensionally mi-
grating self-interstitials on the evolution of a void ensemble
under irradiation by energetic particles is investigated. To
properly consider the effects of void nucleation in the evolu-
tion, stochastic fluctuations in the point-defect fluxes, due to
both the random nature of migratory jumps and cascade ini-
tiations, are taken into account. The kinetic equation we use
for the void evolution, which keeps the effects of the sto-
chastic fluctuations in its simplest approximation, has the
form of the Fokker-Planck equation.
When the average distance between randomly distributed
voids is comparable with the mean free path of the one-
dimensional migrating self-interstitials, there is a significant
reduction in the one-dimensional interstitial flux in the re-
gions where voids aligned along the close-packed directions
are in proximity with each other. As a result, the aligned
voids receive a higher net vacancy flux. We have shown that,
due to the high sensitivity of void nucleation probability to
the net vacancy flux, the population of aligned voids can
become dominant sinks when the void swelling is still below
1%. Moreover, nucleation of the aligned voids with high sink
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strength not only suppresses further nucleation of the random
voids, but also enhances the stochastic shrinkage of the al-
ready existing ones, leaving only the aligned voids behind to
form a void lattice.
Since the flux of the self-interstitials moving one dimen-
sionally along the crystallographic close-packed directions
towards a void is proportional to the surface area of the void,
voids with smaller sizes receive smaller 1D flux of intersti-
tials. This is true for both aligned and nonaligned voids. We
have shown that the effective shrinkage of nonaligned voids
requires that the fraction of 1D moving interstitials i be at
most about 1%. A much higher fraction causes the small
random voids to receive a high net vacancy flux, which pre-
vents them from the shrinkage. It is also found that at a much
higher fraction, the predicted behavior of the void ensemble
does not agree with that observed experimentally when void
lattices are formed.
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APPENDIX A: SOLUTION OF THE KINETIC EQUATION
The stationary form of Eq. 12 can be written as

n
Vn − 
n
Dn fn = j0n − n0 . A1
The solution n of the homogeneous equation j0=0 is
obviously
n =
1
Dn
exp

nmin
n Vn
Dn
dn . A2
Since the void-size distribution should be continuous at n
=n0, the stationary solution fn of Eq. A1 with the bound-
ary conditions 10 and 11 can be written as
fn = An
nmin
n dn
Dnn
, for nmin n n0,
A3
fn = An
nmin
n0 dn
Dnn
, for n	 n0, A4
where A is a constant to be determined.
Integrating Eq. A1 over the infinitesimal interval around
the point n=n0, we have
Jn0 + 0 − Jn0 − 0 = j0. A5
Here Jn is the flux of voids in the space of sizes, i.e.
Jn = Vn − 
n
Dn fn . A6
From Eqs. A3 and A4 it is easy to show that Jn	n0
=0 and Jnn0=−A. As a result, A= j0, so that for n	n0
fn = j0
Dn
exp

nmin
n Vn
Dn
dn

nmin
n0
exp
− 
nmin
n Vn
Dn
dndn. A7
Finally, using the mean value theorem for the second integral
in A7, we arrive at Eq. 12. Note also that with the bound-
ary conditions 3 the derivative  /nDnfn , t at n
=nmin measures the flux of voids −Jnmin shrinking below
the minimum size, which is equal to j0.
APPENDIX B: REACTION PROBABILITIES
Let us consider a random walker moving one-
dimensionally along the direction between two absorbing
traps at x  0 and x= l. The probability Px , t x0 that a
random walker originally at x0 is found at a new position x
after time t is given by the conventional diffusion equation
P
t
= D1
2P
x2
−
P
c
B1
with the boundary conditions
P0,tx0 = Pl,tx0 = 0. B2
Further, the probability P
a
0x0 for the absorption of 1D dif-
fusing random walker by the trap at x=0 is determined by
the corresponding flux integrated over time
Pa
0x0 = D1
 ddx0

Px,tx0dt
x=0
. B3
Averaged over the initial position x0, the absorption prob-
abilities are the same for both traps and can be calculated
from the function
x =
1
l 0
l
0

Px,tx0dtdx0, B4
which, in its turn, can be found from the stationary diffusion
equation following directly from the definition B4 and Eq.
B1
−
1
l
= D1
d2x
dx2
−
x
c
. B5
The solution of Eq. B5 with the zero boundary conditions
is elementary and gives the following probability of absorp-
tion:
Pa = 	D1dxdx 	x=0 = − 	D1dxdx 	x=l = l tanhl/2 .
B6
Since the mean free path  is assumed to be comparable
with the average distance between voids, at low void swell-
ing S1% , tanhl /21 for the randomly distributed
voids. In the case of void lattice formation dislocation den-
sity  is much smaller than the void sink strength, and this
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approximation is assumed to be valid for the dislocations as
well. In the calculations we also took into account that the
cross section of dislocation lines d sin /s for a close-
packed direction here  is the angle between the dislocation
line and the close-packed direction averaged over all pos-
sible line orientations gives d /4s for the isotropic line
distribution.46 Thus, we arrive at Eqs. 32–34
Unlike the static or dynamic crowdions, crowdion clusters
produced outside of the void supply cylinder also contribute
to the number of crowdion clusters in the cylinder and, con-
sequently, can be absorbed by the corresponding void. To
find the flux of 1D interstitials received by the void when
clusters change the directions of their Burgers vectors, let us
consider a “pipe”  with the length l and cross section s,
which connects two absorbing traps separated by the dis-
tance l. From Eq. B6, the probability p
0 that a crowdion
cluster will be generated and then absorbed in this pipe be-
fore it changes the direction of its motion is equal to
p
0
= 2slPal/MV =
2s
MV
tanhl/2 , B7
where V is the total volume considered. Therefore, the prob-
ability that a cluster generated in V will be absorbed before it
changes the direction of motion is given by


p
0
=
2s
MV  tanhl/2 , B8
where the summation is over all “pipes” in the volume V. As
a result, the probability p that a crowdion cluster generated
in the volume V will be absorbed in the pipe V is deter-
mined by the following algebraic equation:
p = p
0 + 
1 − 

p
0 p. B9
Here the term in square brackets means the probability that a
crowdion cluster will be absorbed after it changes the motion
direction.
For a spherical void of the radius r its cross section for
any given close-packed atomic direction is equal to r2 /s.
Summing up the probabilities p over all pipes, which are
crossed by the void surface, we get that the probability for a
crowdion cluster to be absorbed by the void is equal to
2M − mtanhL/ + m tanhL/2
M
r2/V


p
0 B10
in the case of aligned voids, and to
2r2/V


p
0 B11
in the case of randomly distributed voids.
Finally, grouping terms p
0 in the denominator, which cor-
respond to the network dislocations, aligned and randomly
distributed voids, and taking also into account that rate of
cluster generation in V is given by i0GV /, we obtain Eq.
45.
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